Language schools and specific courses

Carl Duisberg Centren  
www.cdc.de/Deutschkurse  
• internationally operating education institution  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

DaF - Deutschkurse für ausländische Führungskräfte  
www.dafkurse.de  
• specialises in German language courses for managers

Desk Sprachkurse  
www.desk-sprachkurse.de  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

DeutschAkademie  
www.deutschakademie.com/muenchen  
• German as a foreign language

Deutschkurse bei der Universität München e.V.  
www.dkfa.de  
• preparatory courses for studying at a university, technical/ specialised language

Dialog Sprachschule  
www.dialog-sprachschule.de  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

did deutsch-institut  
www.muenchen.did.de  
• German as a foreign language

FOKUS  
www.fokussprachen.com/sprachkurse-muenchen  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

Goethe Institut  
www.goethe.de  
• cultural institute of the Federal Republic of Germany

KLARTEXT - Zentrum für Sprache & Kultur e.V.  
www.klartext-zentrum.de  
• German as a foreign language

Sprachbörse  
www.sprachboerse.de  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language
Sprachen- und Dolmetscherinstitut München  
(Munich Institute of Languages and Interpreting)  
www.sdi-muenchen.de  
• state certified specialised academy and vocational school  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

Sprachenzentrum der TUM  
www.tum-sprachen.de  
• languages at the TUM  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

Sprachschule Aktiv  
www.sprachschule-aktiv-muenchen.de  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

TANDEM München e.V.  
www.tandem-muenchen.de  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language

Volkshochschule München  
www.mvhs.de  
• adult education service offered by the City of Munich  
• municipal institution  
• foreign languages and German as a foreign language  
• child care is possible during the classes

Online-courses: Duo – Deutsch-Uni-online  
www.deutsch-uni.com  
• online programme for German as a foreign language, combined with tutorials

Register and individual offerings  
All listed providers offer German courses at levels A-C. Intensive courses, small groups, modular programmes and individual offers are possible on request and by arrangement.

Costs  
Prices depend on the content focus of the courses, the target group, any funding by the state and on the Munich market. Prices for private lessons start from €30 per hour. A one-week intensive course ranges between €170 and €400, with prices varying according to the intensity and duration of the course. A number of language schools only offer courses lasting several weeks. Intensive courses lasting four weeks cost between €400 and €1000. Further information on language schools and German courses in Munich can be found at www.dualcareer.tum.de.